Abstract. We introduce a certain class H£(p, A; h) of multivalent analytic functions in the open unit disc involving a linear operator . The aim of this paper is to extend the similar concept of many earlier papers. We use the techniques of differential subordination and convolution of this class.
Introduction
Let A(p) denote the class of functions of the form In recent years, many important properties and characteristics of various interesting operators were investigated extensively. The definition (1.1) of the linear operator is motivated essentially by work [13] [7] , [8] , [9] , and others [5] , [11] , [18] . The above authors consider many problems associated with the operator LQ of type Lof(z) = (j>(z) * f(z), where 0 is a special function connected with the hypergeometric function, / is analytic multivalent or meromorphic multivalent and * is the Hadamard product. The aim of this paper is to show that many of the results proved earlier (for example connected with the operator of type Lof = </>*/) remain true for any linear operator LQ.
It is easily verified from the definition ( 
+
(z e A).
J. Patel and P. Sahoo [13] considered the class
, is the hypergeometric function and n=0 (A) n is the Pochhammer symbol
By specializing parameters we can obtain many earlier investigated classes of functions (see [13] and the references given there).
Main results
The main object of this paper is to present several inclusion and other properties of the Hadamard product of functions in the class H£(p, A; h). We begin by recalling the following lemma which will be required in our present investigation. 
Moreover, the function g(z) is convex univalent and it is the best dominant in the sense that f -< g\, then g -< g\.
The above lemma is due to D. Hallenbeck and S. Rusheweyh [6] . 
Proof. The condition (2.5) we obtain from Theorem 3 and (2.2).
•
In order to get the convolution results of the class it is necessary to put some restrictions on the operator
We begin by recalling the following result which we shall apply in proving our first convolution theorem.
LEMMA 2 ([17]). Let q,h be analytic in A with q(0) = 1 and
Re[g(z)] > ^ in A. Then (q*h)(A) 6 co[/i(A)],
where co[/i(A)] is the convex hull of h(A).

THEOREM 4. Let the operator L% satisfy (2.6). If f € H%(p,\;h) and q G A(p) with Re > \ in A, then f*q€ H%(p, A; h).
Proof. Using the properties of convolution and (2.6) we have 
6). If f\ G H%(p,\-,h\) and h G H%(p,\-,h 2 ), then
Thus, by making use of (2.6), (2.11), (2.12) and Lemma 3 we get
zP that is g € H£(p, A; /ii * fo). This completes the proof of (2.8). In order to verify (2.9) we use Lemma 3 to (2.11) and (2.13) and we obtain (2.14)
which clearly shows (2.9). Finally (2.14) and (2.1) follow (2.10).
• For hi(z) = , t = 1,2 and
H%f(z) = f(z) * q F s (z)
we obtain from Theorem 5 the earlier result of the paper [9] , where a = cci, k = 0 and 9_FS is the generalized hypergeometric function 
Concluding remarks
The results presented in this paper can lead to several applications (studied by various authors) by appropriately selecting a linear operator Lq :
A(p) -> A(p), k € N and a convex univalent function h.
The examples of the operators:
